
    
Castleview Primary School    

Home Learning - Primary 5   

   

Daily Tasks – Tuesday 02.03.21   

Each day you will receive Literacy, Numeracy and Health and 

Wellbeing Home Learning Tasks.     

Join your Teacher on TEAMS at 10:30am for a morning welcome 

and 2:30pm for a daily round   

up.      

The highlighted task below should be submitted on TEAMS    

Remember to tweet your work @MissMcGroryCV or @MrsNoble_CV and share on 

TEAMS    

Numeracy    
1. Number of the day:  908 

  

2. WALT:  show fractions and decimals on a hundred square  
 

 Look at this hundred square. If we shaded the whole square the fraction would be 

100/100 or 1.0 as a decimal.  

 

If we shaded 1 square what would the fraction be? Answer:  

 

What would the decimal be? Answer:  

     
What fraction is shaded in blue? Answer:  

What decimal is shaded in blue? Answer:  

 

Your task 
 

 Copy these hundred squares into your jotter. Colour the squares for question 1, 2 

and 3. Under each square label how many parts are shaded as a decimal and as a 

fraction. 



Use a ruler if you have one. The boxes in your maths jotter will help you. Count 10 

boxes across and 10 down.   

 
 

 Extra challenge question 
 

How many hundredths are there in 0·67? How many in 0·8? How many in 1·34? 
 

 

      Please upload this by 2pm this afternoon. We will share in our meeting.   
  

3. Sumdog challenge: compare and sequence fractions 

Literacy       

1. Why does Kindness make us feel happy? Write about a time when your kind 

actions made you and someone else feel happy. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. WALT: we are learning to spell words with patterns.    
Find your spelling words on Teams. Use the spelling menu to choose 2 activities.    

  
3. Bug Club – Continue to read your allocated books. Answer any bugs you find 

along the way!    



  

Health and Wellbeing    
 

1.  Object control – Cups and balls 

You will need 2 plastic cups and a small ball or scrunched up paper ball will work too. 

Can you roll the ball along the floor and then trap it with your cup? 

Can someone else roll the ball to you for you to try to trap it with your cup? 

Can you throw the ball up and catch it in your cup? 

How many times can you catch it in a row? 

Can you throw and catch the ball in cups with a partner? 

Can you make up your own game using cups and balls? 

 

 

 
  

  2. Often we get asked, ‘what do you want to be when you are older?’ and we 

answer with the job we want to do.   Think about what qualities you would like to 

have when you are older and make a list.  

❖ Kind  

❖ Loyal  

❖ Hard working  
   
 


